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ARTIST: VICTORIUS ALBUM TITLE: Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus

FORMAT: Ltd. EP Digipak
LABEL: Massacre Records
CAT. NUMBER: MAS DP1002
RUNNING TIME: 21:10 Minutes
MUSIC GENRE: Power Metal
HOME COUNTRY: Germany
BARCODE: 4028466110022
RELEASE DATE: 26.01.2018

ALBUM LINE-UP :								
David Baßin - Vocals
Dirk Scharsich - Guitars
Andreas Dockhorn - Bass
Florian Zack - Guitars
Frank Koppe - Drums

TRACK LIST:
1. Saurus Infernus Galacticus
2. Dinosaur Warfare
3. Legend Of The Power Saurus
4. Lazertooth Tiger
5. Razorblade Raptor
6. Flames Of Armageddon

FACTS:
- The new EP of the power metal outfit VICTORIUS!
- Available as a limited digipak EP!
- Produced and mixed by Lars Rettkowitz at KR Music Studio.
- Mastered by Ronny Milianowicz at StudioSeven (Scanner, Eternal Fear, Lancer etc.)
- Cover artwork by Stan-W Decker (Kissin‘ Dynamite, Masterplan, Serious Black etc.)
- Gigs with bands like Grave Digger, Van Canto, Freedom Call, Mystic Prophecy, Grailknights etc.
- Appearances on numerous well-known festivals, like Rock Harz, Metalfest (DE), Metal Frenzy Open Air,
More/Than/Fest, Rage Against Racism etc.
- Full-page ad campaign in December/January/February 2017/2018 with Atrocity, Mystic Prophecy, Rebellion,
Schwarzer Engel etc., e.g., in Metal Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Nuclear Blast Magazin (D), Legacy (D), Rock It! (D),
Hardline (D), Deaf Forever (D), Aardschok (NL), Rock Tribune (B), Metallian (F), Powerplay (GB).
- News campaigns on various social media platforms and in various web forums.
- Online promo incl. animated web banners, interviews and reviews, for example on: bleeding4metal.de, concreteweb.de,
emp.de, heavylaw.com, lordsofmetal.nl, metal.de, metalnews.de, metal-only.de, metalunderground.at, myrevelations.de,
powermetal.de, powerofmetal.dk, rockoverdose.gr, soulfood-music.de, stormbringer.at, time-for-metal.eu, zephyrsodem.de,
rockandmetalinmyblood.com and many more!
BAND BIOGRAPHY:
Deep from the age of the prehistoric dinosaurs comes VICTORIUS - saving the world from a fucking alien invasion. Alongside
the Holy Dinoforce, these five madmen play Jurassic Power Metal with lots of high tech stuff and laser cannons!
Grown up in Leipzig, Germany, VICTORIUS played their first shows on a quest with epic battles against demons and dragons,
forming touring alliances with bands like Grave Digger, Van Canto or Freedom Call. From 2004 until 2017, they gathered
thousands of supporters all over the planet in preparation for the most epic showdown in modern prehistoric history: dinosaurs
versus aliens.
Slay the alien scum!
ALBUM INFOS:
„Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus“ is the fifth release of the band from Leipzig, Germany, and their first ever
concept album. The brilliant sound of the EP‘s predecessor, „Heart Of The Phoenix“ (2017), has been developed further and was
upgraded with a lot of fitting sound effects, which add to the special atmosphere of this release.
You‘ll find all of VICTORIUS‘ trademarks - a catchy and varied songwriting, the unique voice of front man David Baßin and a
plethora of up-tempo power metal smashers - on this EP!
The guitars deliver melodies galore, and the drums and bass hit the pedal to the metal from the very first until the last minute.
Choirs as well as orchestral elements add another layer to this epic EP.
„Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus“ is a lot of fun!
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ARTIST: VICTORIUS ALBUM TITLE: Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus
BACKGROUND STORY
Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus
Millions of years ago, the earth we know was ruled by mighty dinosaurs. These majestic creatures were reigning the glorious
kingdom called earth (yes, the whole globe was one shiny dinosaur kingdom!). But one day, who could have expected, evil aliens
from out of space were invading Earths kingdom to conquer and enslave all beings. Only the Holy Dinoforce, a special dinosaur
taskforce consisting of the strongest, fastest and coolest dinosaurs, could protect the realm.
A holy war broke out, big losses on both sides, and the dinosaurs had to struggle with super-duper high-end alien technology! The
only way to defeat the enemy and save the kingdom was to upgrade their own weapons and powers.
The saber-toothed tiger exchanged his teeth to laser cannons, so he became the LazerToothTiger! The Velociraptor improved
claws and speed, so he transformed into the RazorBladeRaptor - a superfast assassin with infrared cyborg eyes - the ninja among
the dinosaurs! But just one beast could lead the dinosaurriors (dino + warrior = dinosaurrior) into victory: The legendary Power
Saurus!
A warrior supreme! He was the strongest of them all, born to fight the ancient war between aliens and dinosaurs. Uniting all the
powers and strength of the Dinoforce. Only he could lead the soldiers into victory! Thousands of firebolts were raining from the
sky and in a raging battle between these prehistoric war machines and the alien scum the path to eternal glory has been revealed!
To be continued…
DISCOGRAPHY:
2010 Unleash The Titans
2013 The Awakening
2014 Dreamchaser
2017 Heart Of The Phoenix
2018 Dinosaur Warfare - Legend Of The Power Saurus (EP)
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